The NRC/NAS committee on mapping and sequencing the human genome, in recommending that a special project be mounted, concluded that we should "map first, sequence later." The reasons were at least 2: sequencing technology required improved for maximum efficiency, and mapping information including ordered clones of DNA segments was desirable, even necessary, for sequencing. Several types of maps include high resolution genetic maps based on RFLPs, the map of expressed genes, and the "contig map" constructed, for example, from YAC (yeast artificial chromosome) clones. In addition, maps of cDNAs (created from mRNAs at different stages of development and different tissues) could be useful. It would also be useful to determine which of the 4,000 or more anonymous DNA segments now mapped are expressed. Presently over 1,700 expressed genes have been mapped to specific chromosomes and chromosome regions. The rate of mapping has accelerated progressively in the last 15 years and shows no tendency to slow. Of course some sequencing is going on at the same time as mapping, but mounting of an all-out effort at sequencing will await improved technology. While awaiting technologic improvements, sequencing of simpler genomes concerning which there is much genetic information provides useful experience.
for the research, and seeing that the job is completed for each part of the genome. It is foreseen that the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) will serve a coordinating role.
